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Removing the frills from this duplex and adding some graphic 
contemporary features was the master stroke in its reinvention.

This page A Gubi ‘Beetle’ chair and a Mater ‘Bowl’ side table 
both from Cult are paired with a ‘Bristol’ sofa from Poliform in 
front of the fireplace. Molteni&C ‘Tavolino’ side table. Woman  
in a Phone Box artwork by Gordon Shepherdson. Sculptures by 
Seb Brown from Pieces of Eight Gallery. Serge Mouille ceiling 

lamp. Opposite page Original parquet flooring in the entrance. 
When a Still Painting Tells us we are Moving by David Thomas 

from Tristian Koenig. Zanuso table lamp from Euroluce. 
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This page, from top In the joinery unit on the left is a Bitossi vase, a Mari Simmulson ‘Mars’ series vase and a ceramic vase by Upsala Ekeby, all from Angelucci 20th 
Century. Untitled #1 artwork by Huseyin Sami from Sophie Gannon Gallery. Gubi ‘Beetle’ chair from Cult and ‘Bristol’ sofa from Poliform. Cushions from Southward. 

Artwork is by Craig Waddell from Nicholas Thompson Gallery. Garden Roses by Nicholas Harding. Zanuso table lamp from Euroluce. Sculptures on table are by Robert 
Bridgewater, Seb Brown and Jo Wilson. Opposite page An Apparatus Studio ‘Trapeze 10’ light hangs over the MDF Italia ‘Lim 3.0’ dining table and Billiani ‘Doll’ chairs.
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“THE  EFFEC T  IS 
ONE  OF  A 
GR APHIC 

PUNCH.  IT’S 
VERY  SER IOUS 

AND 
GL AMOROUS.”

T
he first task for interior designer David Flack  
in renovat ing this Melbourne home was 
“de-frilling”. One of three in a set of untouched 
15-year-old duplexes, spaces were generous but 
“very chintzy”, says David of the faux Georgian 

house. Wallpaper was stripped, mouldings refined and 
chandeliers removed, but David embraced structural 
elements such as the solid panelled doors and original 
parquet f loors. He says that retaining these was not a 
budgetary decision but rather a sustainability one. “The 
bones were in great condition so we worked around it. It 
seemed ridiculous to just rip it out. The house had amazing 
possibilities without completely tearing it to shreds.”

With its high ceilings and herringbone parquetry, 
there’s an air of Parisian-style living, which David says 
evokes the work of French architect Joseph Dirand. “All the 
features were there, it was just about inserting contemporary 
joinery so it looks innately comfortable in its own skin.” 

Initially enlisted to work on a new furniture scheme, 
the project evolved into a full renovation. The ‘flat’ surfaces 
and lifeless colour of the vanities in the powder room, guest 
bathroom and ensuite have been replaced by finely detailed 
new joinery that adds depth and textural materiality. 
Apparatus Studio ‘Trapeze’ sconces sit alongside bevelled-
edge custom bronze mirrors, timber veneer-lined bronze 
cupboards and black granite countertops drizzled with 
mustard-hued variations. “The effect is one of a graphic 
punch,” says the designer. “It’s very serious and glamorous.” 

David said he got to know the client well “so we could 
establish what would make her feel comfortable at home. 
But at the end of the day I’m not designing a house for me. 
Yes, it has a very Flack Studio vibe, but it’s her house.” 

The footprint of the home is neat. Upon entry there is 
a formal sitting room to the right with open-plan kitchen, 
dining and living area directly ahead. The rooms form an 
L-shape and can be accessed by double doors. To the left is 
a hallway off which run two guest bedrooms, a powder 
room and study. At the end of the hall is a large master 
bedroom with walk-in robe and ensuite.  

While the ensuite’s original bath, mirror and floor tiles 
have been left untouched, starting over was an initial 
consideration. “People who embark on renovations often 
gut the whole thing, but I think as a designer you have to be 
objective as to whether that’s the right approach. The 
existing stone was beautiful. It was about finding a way to 
creatively reinterpret the space.” 

The kitchen joinery is a rich synergy of clean American 
oak with a black two-pack lacquer finish and honed 
Calacatta kickers. Overhead, folded bronze panels are 
inherently flawed. “I wanted to see the inconsistencies in 
the bronze and all the hand marks where it had been 
rubbed. Putting the handmade into this very structured 
place balances everything out,” says David. These core 
materials continue throughout the new joinery. “I like to 
put a thread of something through my interiors, so you’ll 
always pick up the same language in every space.” 

David says the client “has called a few times to say how 
appreciative she is and how much she loves the house now. 
So I can tell myself, ‘Great. Job well done’.” #

For more go to flackstudio.com.au.

This page MDF Italia ‘Lim 3.0’ dining table and 
Billiani ‘Doll’ chairs. Apparatus Studio ‘Trapeze 
10’ pendant light. Klong ‘Svante’ brass bottle jug 

from Funkis. Flooring is the original parquet. 
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This page, from top left ‘Titanium’ granite in Black from CDK Stone tops American oak joinery with a black two-pack finish in the main bathroom. Bronze-edge mirror from In-Ex 
Living. ‘Ipanema’ bed and ‘You’ bedside table both from Poliform. ‘Geo Cone’ table light from Criteria in front of NTBD#4 by Ry David Bradley from Tristian Koenig. Citi bed linen 
and ‘Ryder’ suede cushion in Navy from Abode Living. In the powder room an Apparatus Studio sconce, and an Astra Walker ‘Icon’ tap in aged brass. ‘Titanium’ granite in Black 

from CDK Stone. Cassina ‘Tre Pezzi’ armchair from Cult. Another view of NTBD#4 by Ry David Bradley. Opposite page Grey console by Kendo in the main bedroom. 

S P E E D  R E A D
» Melbourne designer David Flack was called on to renovate a 15-year-old faux Georgian duplex. » Rather than stripping 
everything out he opted to retain the handsome parquet floors, solid panelled doors and travertine bathroom tiles.  
» On top of these structural elements he layered contemporary joinery, bronze detailing and elegant lighting, giving the 

home a glamorous and graphic edge. » While the home has a very Flack Studio vibe it is inherently the client’s own space.
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